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Abstract 
This thesis is an intra-organizational case study which investigates the concept of organizational learning 
and its relationship with business performance. Furthermore, factors affecting organizational learning 
are explored. A mixed method approach is used, combining quantitative data from a survey instrument 
called the Strategic Learning Assessment Map (SLAM) with qualitative data from interviews and 
observations. This thesis shows that at the studied organization the organizational level knowledge stock 
has the highest association with business performance, followed by the group level knowledge stock. The 
individual level knowledge stock and misalignment does not achieve reasonable significance. When it 
comes to factors affecting organizational learning, Organizational culture and information processing 
capacity were identified as main barriers. Furthermore, individuals at the targeted organization acquire 
knowledge in informal ways and they learn routines over heuristics which also were identified as main 
factors affecting business performance. 

Keywords: Organizational learning, SLAM-Framework, The strategic learning 
assessment map, PLS-SEM, Business Performance  
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Sammanfattning 
Detta är en fallstudie med fokus på att undersöka konceptet organisatoriskt lärande och dess relation 
till företagets resultat. Faktorer som påverkar organisatoriskt lärande är även undersökt. En 
kombinerad kvalitativ och kvantitativ metod är använd i rapporten. Kvantitativ data är insamlad 
genom frågeformuläret Strategic Learning Assessment Map (SLAM) och kvalitativ data är insamlad 
genom intervjuer och observationer. Resultatet från studien är att den organisatoriska kunskapsnivån 
har störst påverkan på företagets resultat följt av gruppnivån som även har en betydande påverkan på 
företagets resultat. Den individuella kunskapsnivån och ojämnheter i det organisatoriska lärandet 
uppnår inte en tillräckligt hög nivå av signifikans. Företagskultur och informationskapacitet är 
identifierade som de två största barriärerna till organisatoriskt lärande. Individer på organisationen lär 
sig informellt och i större utsträckning rutiner över regler. 
 

Nyckelord: Organisatoriskt lärande, SLAM-ramverk,PLS-SEM, Företags resultat, The strategic 
learning assessment map 
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1 Introduction 

In this section the research and thesis is introduced. A brief background of organizational learning is 
presented, followed by the problem formulation, purpose and research question and delimitations. 

The traditional manufacturing industry is undergoing change. Services are becoming an increasingly 
important part of the value offering and the focus is shifting from product-orientation to be more service-
oriented (Mathieu, 2001). External and internal factors influence organizations and puts pressure on the 
organization to adapt to changes. To successfully manage change, organizations and employees within 
the organizations need to develop new competencies. The process of responding to external and internal 
factors of change has been called organizational learning (Fiol & Lyles 1985, Senge 1991, Shrivastava 
1986). 

Since the value offering of services are complex and the customer’s need is rapidly changing, it is 
important to constantly co-create the services with the customer. Therefore the knowledge of the 
employees that are working closely to the end customer becomes highly valuable. To capitalize on this 
knowledge, organizational learning is useful. Theorists agree that organizational learning can be an 
effective tool for organizations to develop and retain competitive advantages (De Geus 1988, State 1989). 
Several studies compare how organizational learning differs across: cultures (Dirani & Watkins 2013), 
governmental and private organization (Dirana & Watkins 2013) as well as industries (Yu 2007). 
However, little research has been done investigating what factors affect organizational learning in an 
organization undergoing change. 

To describe and measure organizational learning Crossan et al (1999) proposed a comprehensive 
framework, the 4-I framework, that aims to integrate and extend previous organizational learning 
research (Argyris & Schön 1978, 1996, Crossan et al. 1995, Daft and Huber 1987, Easterby-Smith 1997). 
Organizational learning occurs on three different levels of an organization, namely on an individual-, 
group- and organizational level. Knowledge is acquired on the different levels and thereafter distributed 
throughout the organization in form of feedback/feedforward information flow between the levels. 
Organizational learning is measured by the knowledge stocks on the different levels and the flow of 
knowledge between them. The ultimate goal of organizational learning is to lead continuous 
improvement to an organization, and in the long run improve organizational performance (Yu 2007).   

This report is a case study of a heavy service-oriented organization, investigating how organizational 
learning affects performance and what factors influence organizational learning. Organizational learning 
theory and the SLAM-questionnaire is used to measure and diagnose the current situation of the 
organization together with interviews and observations to investigate the affecting factors. The study 
contributes with empirical data to the field of learning organizations which lack empirical research (Yu 
2007). 

This study is a case study at a service oriented organization ongoing transformation. By quantitatively 
investigating how different levels of organizational learning affects performance and qualitatively 
investigating the learning processes and barriers, knowledge can be found in how and what organizations 
learn. This study contributes with a unique perspective on what factors that affect organizational learning 
in a service oriented organization. The main contribution is through the empirical findings from the case 
study. The empirical findings are both quantitative and qualitative.  Quantitative by using a 
questionnaire that measure the learning abilities within the organization and qualitative in the close work 
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with the organization captured in interviews and observations. By using both quantitative and qualitative 
research this study can contribute with a unique perspective. 

The report is structured in six sections. Starting with an introduction that helps the reader understand 
the case followed by a theory chapter which introduces the theories that are used in the report. 
Furthermore, a framework chapter explaining the used framework followed by a method chapter that 
introduces the research approach. Then the result and analysis chapter provide an analysis of the result 
and afterwards, the findings are addressed in the discussion and conclusion. 

1.1 Problem Formulation 

Organizations need to constantly improve in order to survive fierce competition. Moving towards a 
learning organization has in earlier studies shown to improve organizational performance (Bontis 1999). 
There are several utopian definitions of learning organizations (Crossan & Hulland 2002) and 
researchers agree that improving organizational learning is desirable for performance enhancement of 
the organization. However, the practical aspect of improving organizational learning is often times 
ambiguous since practicality and theory tend to be of different nature and therefore it is unclear what 
factors that may affect organizational learning and possible barriers. 

1.2 Purpose and Research Questions 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate what factors that affect the relationship between organizational 
learning and business performance within an organization. To explore and achieve the purpose, two 
research questions were formulated for a heavy regulated service organization. The first one is related to 
how organizational learning affects business performance:  

How is organizational learning associated with business performance? 

To get a deeper understanding of how to use organizational learning to improve performance, the second 
research question is related to factors affecting organizational learning:   

What factors affect organizational learning? 

1.3 Delimitations 

This thesis seeks to provide answers to research questions enlisted with regards to presented problem 
formulation. The study is delimited to the part of the organization working in close relation with the end 
customer. This is due to the different nature of work within the company that affects the learning. 
Therefore, departments within the company that are too specific and do not add any direct value to the 
end customer is not included in the study.  

Since quantitative data has been collected there are possible different ways to analyze the data and 
answer the research questions. The collected control variables make it possible to separate the data in 
different ways to provide possible answers to the research question. In this thesis, the data has been 
separated according to the existing structure within the organization. 
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2 Literature and Theory 

The following chapter includes relevant literature and theories that was used in the thesis. The concept 
of learning and organizational learning is introduced, as well as outcomes and affecting factors of 
organizational learning. 

2.1 The Concept of Learning 

Before investigating the concepts of organizational learning an overview of learning is given where the 
most important concepts about learning is described. 

On daily basis learning is thought of as education and training (Matzdorf et al., 1999). When learning is 
described in a more theoretical way, it is described as the process of changes in the connection between 
action and situation (Carroll et al., 2003). This change is further divided into cognitive- and behavioral- 
change. Behaviorism states that learning is a permanent change in behavior, regardless of the effects on 
memory (Sims, 1999). It is believed that humans change their behavior according to their surroundings. 
On the other hand, there are scholars which believe that learning lead cognitive change. It is stated that 
learning does not depend on the ability to take in information. Information is only a tool for people to 
solve problems, do analyses and make decisions. Learning is instead the process to enhance capacity. It 
is about developing the capability to create what you before could not create. Therefore, learning is about 
actions and not information. To be able to change people's attitudes, information is not of use, but 
learning is. Learning can therefore help individuals to make better decisions, solve problems and do 
better analysis, to be able to improve the quality of their work (Senge, 1991). Learning is the process of 
cognition and behavioral change (Crossan et al., 1995). To understand the relationship between these 
types of change and learning, Crossan et al. (1995) created a 2x2 matrix. The matrix can be found in 
Figure 1 Behavioral and Cognitive Change Matrix (Crossan et, al (1995.P.351) and shows an overview of 
learning. 

 
Figure 1 Behavioral and Cognitive Change Matrix (Crossan et, al (1995.P.351) 

As seen in the figure, learning can create new insights and knowledge enrichment but does not always 
lead to behavioral change. The matrix shows that there are six types of learning where different changes 
and actions are formed. When there is no cognitive change and no behavior change there is no learning. 
On the other hand when there is both cognitive change and behavior change there is integrated learning. 
If cognitive change leads to behavior change it is called anticipatory learning which is more on the 
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cognition side than behavior change and if it does not, it is called blocked learning. Forced learning occurs 
when for reward or incentive systems affect actions but have no influence on understanding. When a 
person changes their behavior which leads to cognition change it is called experiential learning. In 
organizations learning occurs on different levels describes as the concept of organizational learning.    

2.2 Organizational Learning 

With a starting-point in the question of what constitutes learning, which is explored in the previous 
section, one can start to further investigate what Organizational Learning means. Organizational 
learning have been defined by researchers in numerous ways and finding one definition which all 
researchers can agree on seems impossible. Some even argue that every organization needs to come up 
with their own definition (Argote, 2013), since how an organization learns can vary. However, the major 
concern which definitions address is “how does an organization learn?”. Table 1 presents a number of 
different definitions of a learning organization. 

 
Table 1 Definitions of Organizational learning (Bontis 1999 P.439) 

Regardless of definition, the central idea of organizational learning is to develop new knowledge, 
generate insights and to have the potential to influence behavior. The definition of organizational 
learning used in this thesis is according to Bontis (1999): 

 
“The organizational learning is the process through which stocks and flows of knowledge are 

managed to increase business performance”  
 

Organizational learning occurs on three different levels within an organization, on an individual, group 
and organizational level. The three levels of organizational learning are reviewed in order to understand 
what the differences between these levels of learning are. An organization can be viewed as the sum of 
its members since individuals within an organization are the primary learning entity which allows 
knowledge inflow to the organization. An organization is therefore largely dependent on the individuals 
(Dodgson 1993). Furthermore, all learning activities in an organization are based on information 
processing on an individual level, and the ability of that individual to interpret and share the information 
with others (Yu 2007). Garvin (1993) and Huber (1991) suggested that individual learning can be gained 
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from problem solving, learning from experimentation, learning from others but also from personal 
experiences.  

The individual level plays a crucial role in organizational learning, and it is only through individuals that 
an organization can learn. Simon (1991) proposed that an organization can only learn in two ways: (1) by 
learning from its members, or (2) by ingesting new members into the organization. The foundation of 
organizational capabilities depends on the skills of its members (Cohen, 1991). However, an organization 
should not solely rely on their individuals without providing any support. Incentive systems and learning 
structures can be used to encourage individuals to learn and let the organization capture knowledge from 
their individuals (Marquardt 1999). When individuals share their knowledge within a group learning can 
occur on the group level. 

Group learning can be viewed as an extension of individual learning. Hamel (1991) argues that the aim 
of learning on a group level is to share a common approach, support each other in individual learning, 
and cooperate with other teams in the learning process. Group learning occurs when individuals share 
their experience, values, beliefs, assumptions and knowledge through communication. Researchers 
suggest that group learning is a tool for information processing (Huber 1991, Crossan et al 1995). 
Furthermore, it is argued that a critical aspect of group level is that information is routed to the 
appropriate people. If group learning is ineffective in an organization, there is a risk for information to 
either; not reach to the appropriate person or to reach an individual which is not in need of the 
information resulting in wasted time for the individual. 

The third level which organizational learning can occur on is the organizational level. An organization 
consists of divisions, departments, committees and teams. Ultimately, the goal of organizational level 
learning is to improve the learning capacity of the organization by improving speed of learning, depth of 
learning and breadth of learning. Organizational level learning occurs when new knowledge is 
transferred by individuals across units. Levitt and March (1988) described organizational level learning 
as “organizations are seen as learning by encoding inferences from history into routines that guide 
behavior”. Even though e.g., employees get replaced, the organization should be able to preserve certain 
behaviors, mental maps, norms and values over time (Yu 2007), which is why the organizational level is 
important for organizational learning.  

2.3 Processes of Organizational Learning 

Organizational learning can be divided into three levels as mentioned previously; individual, group and 
organizational. Following section describes how the process of organizational learning takes place.  

Industries and markets are in constant change and to stay competitive, organizations need to be able to 
adapt to the changes. This creates a need for each organization to create a strategy on how to transfer 
knowledge between individual and organizational levels. Crossan, Lane and White (1999) presented the 
4-I framework that addresses the underlying phenomena. 

The foundation of the 4-I framework is that knowledge is transferred between the different levels of 
learning. The framework presents four sub-processes in which knowledge is transferred; intuiting, 
interpreting, integrating and institutionalizing. Through the sub processes both cognition and behavior 
will affect the learning. The framework also states the importance for an organization to review their 
inputs when developing a new learning strategy. It encourages organizations to explore learning in new 
ways to be able to find new input elements. Exploration and exploitation are two factors that are 
important when creating a strategy. Exploration means to learn new things while exploitation means 
how to better understand what has already been learned. Crossan et al. (1999) states that there is tension 
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between exploration and exploitation. The tension is found in the feedback and feedforward between 
individuals, groups and organizations. Where the feedback is related to exploitation and the feedforward 
relates to exploration. The four sub processes are listed in Table 2 Learning processes. There is a 
relationship between individual, group and organizational level where the outcomes is different for each 
process as shown in the table below.  

 
Table 2 Learning processes 

In the process of intuiting, individuals conceptualize their tacit knowledge through images and 
metaphors. Tacit knowledge is otherwise hard to share with other, but by creating images and visions it 
assists individuals to express this knowledge. The images and metaphors are created by experiences from 
each individual. Intuiting is the first step for individuals to learn.  

When the learning is developing, the individuals become more aware of their knowledge. The process of 
interpreting means that individuals start to put word to their personal insights. During this process 
individuals develop their own cognitive maps through various domains. When an individual put word to 
their personal insights, a stock of individual knowledge is created. These stocks of individual knowledge 
and learning have shown to be one of the most important indicators of organizational learning. During 
the process of interpreting, one important tool for individuals is language. Crossan et al.(1999) states 
that “language is an important role in enabling individuals to develop their cognitive maps, it is also 
pivotal in enabling individuals to develop a sense of shared understanding”. When individuals act and 
talk with each other, visions and images needs to be converted to words. By transforming visions to words 
a deeper understanding and insight is created. The purpose of this process is to find words for images 
that need to be refined in order to find common explanations and paths to share observations and 
discussions. During this process, individuals need to be motivated to process their visions into words. 

When the process of interpreting is moved from individuals and is included in the group work, the 
process is changed to integrating. The major difference between the processes interpreting and 
integrating is on what level the learning occurs. In the interpreting process the focus is on the individual 
level and how an individual can change their behavior and actions based on learning. In the integrating 
process the focus is on the group level and how a group collectively understands their actions and 
behavior. With this stated, interpreting is a prerequisite of integrating. The process of integrating 
includes the sharing of individual interpretations to create a common understanding. To be able to create 
coherence shared practice within the group is necessary. By sharing practice, a collective understanding 
can be developed through continuous discussions between group members.  

The last process is institutionalizing and the purpose is to make the learning in the organization 
systematic and to create an organizational memory (Huber, 1991). This is done by embedding individual 
and group learning into company components such as information systems, structures, routines and 
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strategies. The organization needs a structure that allows the individuals to find information and learn. 
Transferring knowledge from individuals and groups take time and the organization needs to find 
routines to make this process as effective as possible.  

The four different parts of the 4-i framework above describes how knowledge is transferred between the 
individual level and the organizational level. However, organizational learning should be viewed as a 
dynamic process since it is important for organizations to be able to adapt to a fast changing 
environment. The tension between exploration and exploitation is a challenge that organizations need to 
address. The dynamic process refers to the balance between exploration and exploitation as a crucial role 
in strategic re 

newal. Feedforward and feedback processes facilitate the strategic renewal. Through the feedforward 
processes, information can flow from the individual level to the group level and finally to the 
organizational level. At the same time, information that has been gathered by other individuals in the 
organization can flow from organizational level to the group level and finally to the individual level 
through feedback-processes. The interaction between the levels (stocks) and knowledge sharing (flows) 
is what constitutes the concept of the dynamic process. When the environment changes an organization 
needs to respond by interpreting the information and sharing it within the organization (Cohen and 
Levinthal, 1990). 

To be able to manage organizational learning, the concepts of learning processes and dynamic process 
are integrated into two main ideas of organizational learning which are knowledge stocks and knowledge 
flows. Sanchez (1997) argues that knowledge within an organization can only be managed effectively once 
there is an understanding of the knowledge stocks in the organization and how knowledge flows within 
and across the boundaries of the organization. Consequently, a high level of knowledge stock within an 
organization may not be meaningful for the organization’s business if there is a lack of managing the 
knowledge flow. In that way, the knowledge will not be utilized, staying at one level and therefore not 
being a resource for strategic renewal. 

Knowledge stocks, also called knowledge reservoirs, exist on three different levels within an organization; 
the individual, group and organizational level (Bertini and Tomassini, 1996). Knowledge can be 
transferred “bottom-up”, from the individual stock via group stock to the organizational stock or “top-
down”, from the organizational stock via group stock to the individual stock, as visualized in the figure 
below. 

 
Figure 2 Organizational Learning as a Dynamic Process (Crossan, Lane and White, 1999) 
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Knowledge flow is categorized into either feedback or feedforward knowledge flows. Feedback occurs 
when an individual gets feedback from the group. Feedforward occurs when a individual propose 
suggestions which is adopted on the group- or organizational stock level.  Organizational learning is a 
dynamic process and there is a constant interaction between the stocks and flows in a learning 
organization. However, having a large knowledge stock and high knowledge flow does not guarantee a 
successful learning organization. A successful learning organization has a high quality of both knowledge 
stock and knowledge flow (Yu, 2007). One way to assess quality of the flows in an organization, as 
proposed by Bontis (1999), is to allow the individuals to act as ‘gatekeepers’ of his or her knowledge to 
consider whether the knowledge should be shared (flow) to the organizational system through 
communication and documentation. Additionally, members of the organization should act as a filtering 
mechanism to determine whether the knowledge is worth communicating throughout the organization 
(Bontis, 1999). In this report, the 4-i theory is adopted because it connects the different knowledge stocks 
to how the learning process looks like at each level. Furthermore, the 4-i framework emphasis on the 
dynamic process of a learning organization which is crucial for an organization that operates in a high-
changing environment.  

2.4 Outcomes of Organizational Learning 

The purpose of organizational learning is to increase business performance and thereby increase the total 
value of the company. This is done by increasing the intellectual capital of the company and focusing on 
the exchange of knowledge between individuals and the organization. Through the learning processes, 
more knowledge can be stored in the organization and potentially impact the business performance. The 
figure below shows how a company is divided between intellectual and financial capital.  

 
Figure 3 Structure of intellectual and financial capital (Lopez et al, 2005) 

The intellectual capital consists of a number of aspects including innovation and competitive advantage. 
Organizational learning can be seen as one important factor to competitive advantage (Lopez et al, 2005)   

Organizations want to create a strategy where organizational learning and business performance is 
connected. The organization want to make sure that all the knowledge within the organization is 
capitalized on and can be used for strategic renewal. Organizations want to make the knowledge flow 
effective within the organization to be able to be as agile as possible. Organizational learning makes it 
possible for individuals and organizations to improve simultaneously. 
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2.5 Affecting Factors of Organizational Learning   

Researchers argue that organizational learning can be used as a source of competitive advantage. 
However, in many organizations, organizational learning is difficult to nurture and encourage. There are 
several factors which makes it difficult to become a learning organization. In this section, five common 
barriers to organizational learning, according to Steiner (1998) are presented together with theory about 
how and what individuals learn. 

It is important to be aware of barriers to organizational learning in order to become a learning 
organization. One barrier which can have a significant impact on organizational learning is the 
organizational structure. A flexible and open structure encourages individuals to learn and contribute 
to organizational learning (Gieskes et al, 2002). On the contrary, a more hierarchical organizational 
structure can hinder communication and in the long run, also the involvement of employees (Matzdorf 
et al. 1997). In general, larger organizations tend to have higher hierarchical boundaries while it is less 
of a problem for smaller organizations (Yu, 2007). Empowerment of individuals and focus on 
transferring knowledge between individuals are important when implementing a successful learning 
organization (Gilley and Maycunich 2000). For a learning organization, the organizational structure 
should facilitate communication and interaction between the individuals, allowing employees to discuss 
problems, share knowledge and challenge each other. Following the structure, another barrier for 
organizational learning is how the managers within the organization behave called Managerial Actions.  

Leaders and management play an important role in the process of developing a learning organization by 
increasing access to resources, empower the employees and allowing them to take responsibility for 
monitoring their own performance. Leaders also play an important role in setting up goals. One common 
issue discussed by Steiner (1998) is the problem of double messages. There are two types of objectives 
which relate to individual learning, one is short-term focused while the other is more long-term focused. 
Steiner (1998) suggests that the short term objective has a higher degree of focus on completing the daily 
tasks with focus on efficiency while the long term objective is more focused towards increasing the 
organizational learning. When the two different objectives are not aligned and consistent, the employees 
are negatively affected and might lose direction. Too much focus on either objective will harm the 
company in the long run and the challenge for leaders and managers is to find a suitable balance between 
day-to-day operational efficiency and long-term improvements in organizational learning. Managers also 
play an important role when it comes to the next barrier which is organizational culture.  

Organizational culture can affect how the firm conducts its business and act as a mean to help affect and 
control employees’ behavior. A well-functioning organizational culture can be a source for competitive 
advantage by encouraging employees to think beyond existing knowledge and technologies. Whether or 
not the organizational culture inspires individuals to learn, is ultimately dependent on the willingness of 
employees and the organization to accept risk when seeking for entrepreneurial opportunities. If an 
organization tends to focus on risk avoidance, it will reduce the chances of learning from the individual 
(Yu, 2007). Furthermore, it is common for an organizational culture to consist of different sub-cultures 
where no culture is notably dominant. In these cases, misalignment between multiple cultures may act 
as a hurdle for organizational learning and affect the organizational performance negatively (Gieskes et 
al 2002). 

Humans respond to incentives and therefore, Incentive systems are a powerful way to influence human 
decisions and behavior (Matzdorf et al. 2000). Oftentimes, the learning process is viewed completely 
separate from the work and the main focus is that learning only requires additional time and expenses. 
This view does not recognize the positive aspects associated with learning, such as avoiding future 
mistakes which reduces expenses and costs (Matzdorf et al. 2000). The incentive system should deal with 
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the issue by encouraging individuals to focus on learning. Incentive systems include rewards, training 
and reciprocity. Organizational learning can be encouraged by designing an incentive system which 
focuses on rewarding the members for innovation, learning and activities related to knowledge creation. 
Therefore it is important to allow the reward policy to be based on the learning process and not only on 
the outcome of the work. The rewards do not have to be financial rewards. Training and increased 
responsibility are examples of non-financial rewards which are effective. Reciprocity is another example 
where an individual openly shares knowledge to other resulting in positive returns for the individual that 
provided the knowledge. 

Finally, Information processing capacity within an organization can act as a major barrier to 
organizational learning. There are several different factors which influence information processing 
capacity. Firstly, language communication issues such as lack of understanding of a language or 
miscommunication. Secondly, information might not be distributed to the individuals that needs it or in 
some cases, consciously restricted from the individual. Thirdly, psychological barriers in form of 
disregarding unpleasant information which can lead to uninformed decisions (Gieskes et al., 2002; 
Steiner, 1998). Together with the barriers, there are other factors that affect organizational learning. 
Organizational learning is generally described in three different levels: the individual, group and 
organizational level. Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) argue that it is impossible for an organization to 
generate knowledge on its own. Instead, it is the individuals which takes initiatives and interacts with 
other individuals within the organization that generate the knowledge. Therefore, how the individuals 
within an organization acquire knowledge is a factor which affects organizational learning. 

Knowledge Acquisition can be described as the development of skills, insights and relationships (Pham 
& Swjerczek, 2006). Acquiring different types of knowledge and new knowledge can improve the 
performance of individuals, groups or organizations (Yu, 2007). According to Huber’s theory, knowledge 
can be acquired in different ways. Two ways that organizations can acquire knowledge is through the 
processes experiential learning as well as searching and noticing. Experiential learning refers to 
individuals conducting a trial-and-error process. The process of searching and noticing refers to when 
individuals or teams actively search a narrow segment of the organizations’ internal or external 
environment in order to solve a problem (Huber, 1991). Organizational learning literature describes the 
process of organizational learning and how organizations learn. On the other hand, what is learned is 
oftentimes overlooked. 

Bingham and Eisenhardt (2011) explore the concepts of organizational routines and heuristics in order 
to investigate what is learned in organizations. Organizational routines are patterns of action that form 
repositories for lessons learned from experience (Feldman, 2000). Organizational routines arises from 
repetitive situations in stable environments where the risk of experimenting is high (Cohen & Bacdayan, 
1994) and the upside of organizational routines is that it helps improve efficiency, reliability and speed 
of processes. Heuristics, on the other hand, are cognitive shortcuts that emerge from situations where 
information, time and processing capacity are limited (Newell & Simon, 1972). Heuristics consists of a 
common structure or a set of simple rules with little details of how to deal with a problem as opposed to 
routines which tend to provide a very detailed response to a particular problem (Bingham & Eisenhardt 
2011).  
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3 Framework 

This chapter explains the chosen framework, Strategic Learning Assessment Map. The framework is 
built on previously presented theory. Further, the questionnaire and tested hypotheses are introduced. 
Why this framework were chosen will be explained followed by an explanation of the framework and 
the development of the hypotheses. 

The adopted framework is The Strategic Learning Assessment Map (Bontis and Crossan, 1999) and it is 
chosen as a measurement tool for organizational learning. The framework were chosen because of the 
adoption of, and ability to measure the theoretical 4-I framework which also is adopted in this study. The 
SLAM-framework has the ability to measure the different knowledge stocks and flows within an 
organization. There are other frameworks that measure organizational learning, but the SLAM-
framework differentiate itself by focusing on the effects from organization learning on business 
performance which also were the purpose of this study.  

The 4-I Framework was simplified by Crossan and Hulland (2002) by focusing on the interrelationship 
between the levels of learning. The process of intuiting and interpreting at the individual level was 
combined and it was stated that the integrating process was used to inform the group level, and 
institutionalizing to inform the organizational level.  The different levels of organizational learning can 
be mapped in a 3 x 3 matrix in order to illustrate the relationship between the knowledge levels and the 
knowledge flow. 

 
Figure 4 the SLAM framework (Bontis and Crossan 1999) 

The vertical axis illustrates knowledge output while the horizontal axis represents knowledge input. 
When the knowledge input equals the same level of knowledge output, an equilibrium point is reached 
and the three different types of knowledge stocks are created, which is visualized in Figure 4 the SLAM 
framework (Bontis and Crossan 1999) in the diagonal of the matrix. The arrows within the matrix 
represent the two flows feedback and feedforward. There are three different types of feedforward 
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learning flow. One example is the top middle cell with individual knowledge input and group knowledge 
output. The cell represents how an individual’s new insights impact on the group level learning. There 
are also three different types of feedback learning flow in the SLAM-framework. One example is the 
bottom middle cell with knowledge input from the organizational level and knowledge output on the 
group level. This cell represents how organizational factors affect the group work. One of the main 
objectives with the SLAM-framework, as argued by Senge (1991), is to describe organizational learning 
as a dynamic process with several inter-relationships that occur in loops, rather than linear cause-and-
effect chains.  

The SLAM-framework consists of five key components. Two knowledge flows (feedback and 
feedforward), and three knowledge stocks (individual, group and organizational). A definition of each 
key element of organizational learning is provided in Table 3 Definitions of SLAM constructs (Bontis & 
Crossan, 1999) 

  
Table 3 Definitions of SLAM constructs (Bontis & Crossan, 1999) 

The process of increasing the individual level knowledge stock is described in the 4-I framework as 
intuiting and interpreting. The individual-level knowledge stock can be defined as individual capability 
and motivation to undertake a task. A high level of the individual-level knowledge stock indicates that 
individuals can build “a clear sense of direction in their work”, “break out of traditional mindsets”, have 
a “high energy level”, and feel “a strong sense of pride in their work” (Mainert et al 2017). 

The individual-level knowledge stock can be viewed as the human capital of the firm. Human capital is 
defined not by the number of available workers, but what the workers are capable of doing. Human 
capital consists of knowledge, skills and abilities that are common to the employees (McGregor 1991). In 
a continuously changing environment it is important to gradually enrich the individual learning stock 
and apply new knowledge to problems that arises (Yu, 2007). The individual-level knowledge stock can 
further be described as the relationship between what an individual can do (capability), what they want 
to do (motivation) and what they need to do (focus). 

The group-level knowledge stock is defined as the internal group dynamics and the creation of a shared 
understanding. A central aspect of the group-level knowledge stock is communication and dialogue. It 
should not simply be viewed as gathering individual knowledge but rather as the interaction among the 
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organization members to share insights and create a common understanding. In the 4-I framework, this 
process is called integrating (Yu, 2007). Through group learning, groups within the organization can 
build a “shared understanding of issues”, “learn from each other”, have the “right people involved in 
addressing the issue” and “hold productive meetings” (Mainert et al 2017). 

The organizational-level knowledge stock is defined as knowledge embedded in structural capital and 
organizational routines. Through organizational learning, organizations can build competitive and 
adaptive organizational systems, structures and procedures to prepare an organization for surviving a 
high-changing environment and additionally allow their employees to work efficiently and promote 
innovation (Mainert et al 2017). A high level of organizational-level knowledge helps an organization to 
translate a shared understanding into new products, processes, procedures, structures and strategy. One 
can describe organizational-level knowledge stocks as the non-human artifacts of an organization that 
endures even though individuals might leave (Crossan et al 2002). 

One important aspect of organizational-level knowledge stocks is to maximize the strategic alignment. It 
means that, ultimately, the goal of organizational learning is to maximize the competitive advantage in a 
changing competitive environment. Therefore, strategic renewal is an important factor for organizations. 
Even though an organization learns with best of intentions, organizations might learn the wrong thing. 
The learning needs to be closely integrated with the strategy of the organization (Crossan et al 2002).  

Feedforward learning flow occurs when individuals actively share their insights and knowledge with the 
work group and management to improve services, operational procedures or strategies (Mainert et al 
2017). Feedforward starts from the individual level and flows via the group level to the organizational 
level. The process of feedforward learning flow is described by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) as 
integration and institutionalization. By having a highly functional feedforward learning flow, an 
organization can utilize new ideas and insights from individuals to improve performance. There are three 
different levels of which feedforward learning flows occur in an organization; between an individual and 
the group (FFIG), individual and organization (FFIO) and between group and organization (FFGO) (Yu, 
2007). 

Feedback occurs when knowledge is transferred from an organizational level to the group-, or individual 
level. From the viewpoint of Nonaka and Takeuchi’s (1995) theory, the process of feedback learning flow 
can be described as internalization.  Feedback learning flows occurs when strategies, operational 
procedures and documents guide individuals and groups in the organization to improve what they do, 
how they do it and what there is to learn (Mainert et al 2017). There are three types of feedback learning 
flows; from the organizational level to the group (FBOG), from organizational to individual (FBOI) and 
from group to individual (FBGI) (Yu, 2007). 

To measure both the stocks and the flows, Bontis and Crossan (1999) create a questionnaire for the 
strategic learning assessment map. 

3.1 Adopted Questionnaire 

The Strategic learning assessment map framework was chosen for this research as a tool for quantitative 
data collection. The framework has a strong theoretical foundation and has been tested and validated by 
several researchers (Bontis et al, 2002; Mainert et al, 2017). The embedded questionnaire within the 
SLAM-framework has repeatedly been showing good value for research and management practice, after 
revealing good reliability, factorial validity, and predictive validity for perceived business performance 
in management samples (eg. Real et al. 2006,2014;  Bontis et al., 2002). The purpose of the questionnaire 
is to measure organizational learning activities on and between the three different levels of learning. The 
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questionnaire was originally developed in 1999 by (Bontis, Crossan & Hullan) to explain strategic 
renewal at the organizational level at a company by asking managers how they interpreted the 
organizational learning (Mainert et al. 2017). The questionnaire is constructed by 60 items divided in six 
parts called constructs. The custructs are individual learning, group learning, organizational learning, 
feedback flow, feed forward flow and business performance. To make the questionnaire up to date, the 
items has constantly been rewritten to suite the attendants. One change was made by Mainert et al. (2017) 
where they changed the perspective of the items from the managers to the employees. Instead of asking 
the managers for observations the items were directed to the individuals directly. The items were 
rewritten from:  

Individuals feel a sense of pride in their work 

To: 

I feel a sense of pride in my work. 

Previous research that has used the SLAM Questionnaire has been focusing on the managers instead of 
the employees (Mainert et al. 2017). This is because of the argument that managers have the ability to 
report the core aspects of the organizations members (Lyles & Schweenk, 1992). Current research has 
shown that the employees opinions might differ from the managers (Graham & Tarbell, 2006; John,S. & 
Björkman, 2015). By asking all the employees instead of only the managers, the reliability of the 
questionnaire increased. The questionnaire consists of 60 statements which is divided into six different 
parts, the full questionnaire can be found in Appendix A – Questionnaire description. The first parts (A-
E) is designed according to the Strategic learning assessment map to measure the different knowledge 
stocks and flows and part F is designed to measure the subjective business performance of the 
organization. Research has shown that perceived measures of performance can be a reasonable 
substitute for objective measures of performance (Dess and Robinson, 1984) and have a significant 
correlation with objective measures of financial performance (Geringer and Hébert, 1989). The different 
parts of the questionnaire consist of a number of statements that should be rated from strongly agree to 
strongly disagree, on a semantic differential scale from 1 to 7 as Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum suggests 
(1957).  

3.2 Hypotheses 

Researchers have argued that hypothesis testing is one of the most critical parts in the field of 
organizational learning (Simonin and Helleloid, 1993). In this chapter, hypotheses are developed to test 
inter-relationship between knowledge stocks and flows by using the SLAM framework. The hypotheses 
are designed to find out whether the five components of learning stocks and flow can contribute to better 
business performance. Three hypotheses are constructed to test the knowledge stocks relationship to 
business performance and one hypothesis is formulated to test the relationship of knowledge flow and 
business performance. The first set of hypotheses addresses the three different knowledge stock levels 
and whether they have a positive association with business performance.  

The individuals within an organization make up the human capital, and their knowledge is a valuable 
intangible asset. Organizations seek the best and brightest people to maximize the human capital and to 
make the organization more productive (Spender 1996, Doving 1996). The first hypothesis explores the 
individual stocks relationship to business performance and if the two factors are positively associated.  

Hypothesis 1: Individual-level knowledge stock is expected to have a positive association with business 
performance.  
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Mechanisms such as dialogue and communities of practice are expected to lead to better business 
performance (Isaacs 1993, Seely-Brown and Duguid 1991). One way to foster and enhance competitive 
advantage is to enrich the group knowledge (Liebeskind 1996). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 
when the level of group learning enhances, so does business performance. 

Hypothesis 2: Group-level learning is expected to have a positive association with business 
performance. 

The organizational-level knowledge stock is a part of an organization’s intangible assets which in large 
part derives sustainable business performance (Liebeskind, 1996). There are several important 
components of the organizational-level knowledge stock such as systems, structure and strategy. 
Chandler (1962) underlined the need to align strategy with structure. Furthermore, Learned et al. (1965) 
identified the need of aligning organizational structure and strategy with the competitive environment. 
An increase in the organizational-level knowledge stock should increase business performance. 

Hypothesis 3: Organizational-level learning is expected to have a positive association with business 
performance.  

The first three hypotheses address the relationship between knowledge stocks and business performance. 
The hypothesis addresses the relationship of knowledge stocks, knowledge flow and business 
performance. This is done by examining the misalignment between stocks and flows of learning. 
Misalignment is defined as the difference between the stocks and the flow.  

An organization that has a high degree of misalignment suggests that the organization learning is not 
absorbed by the organization. One example of this can be that the individual learning stock exceeds the 
feedforward flow which results in individuals getting disenfranchised from applying their learning in the 
organization and consequently business performance suffers (Crossan et al 2002). Therefore, an increase 
in misalignment might have a negative association with business performance. 

Hypothesis 4: Misalignment between the stocks and flows of learning is expected to have a negative 
association with business performance.    
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4 Methodology 

To achieve the purpose and answer the research questions of this report, different methods were used. 
The research method is presented, followed by the research design and how data was collected and 
analyzed in order to obtain the result.  

To achieve the purpose of investigating what factors that affect the relationship between organizational 
learning and business performance within an organization, empirical data were gathered from a 
questionnaire, interviews and observations. The study is an intra organizational case study, using both 
quantitative and qualitative data, with an exploratory approach. Data were gathered from a 
questionnaire given to all the employees at the organization. Interviews with employees and observations 
at the company were conducted to complement the data from the survey to get a more holistic view. In 
this way, the thesis combines a quantitative and qualitative research approach. Table 4 Data used to 
answer research questions explains what data is used to answer the research questions. 

 

 
Table 4 Data used to answer research questions 

To answer the first research question “How is organizational learning associated with business 
performance?” a current state of the organizational learning was captured. This was done with the 
quantitative data gathered with the questionnaire. 

To answer the second research question “What factors affect organizational learning?” both 
quantitative and qualitative data was used. The quantitative data were used to understand the current 
state of the organization and the qualitative data to get a deeper understanding of the factors affecting 
organizational learning. The table above visualizes what data that was used to answer the different 
research questions. Combining a quantitative- and qualitative research approach is useful when 
investigating complex phenomenon. In this thesis the quantitative part of the study was conducted prior 
to the qualitative and the qualitative part of the study was based on the result from the quantitative. In 
this way, the quantitative results are explained in more detail through the qualitative data (Wisdom 
2013). The data collected from quantitative research is closed ended and by collecting the quantitative 
data first, a solid foundation for the research was built and potential biases were minimized. Therefore 
it was possible to target the collection of the qualitative, open ended data, in a better way. This in turn 
improves the validity of the overall research. One possible limitation of using a mixed methodology is 
that it requires extensive planning and execution. By carefully describing and being transparent of the 
steps conducted, a higher reliability is achieved. When conducting a quantitative study and gathering the 
data it is important to consider the population i.e. all examples of the phenomenon to be studied 
(Blomkvist 2016). 

 

Research question Used data

How is organizational learning associated 
with business performance? 

Quantitative data from questionnaire

What factors affect organizational 
learning? 

Quantitative data from questionnaire 
Qualitative data from interviews

Qualitative data from observations
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In this thesis, a heavy service-oriented company was studied. The company is a middle size company 
with 0-500 employees. Due to the nature of the company, which is involved in a heavy regulated market, 
the company consists of various supporting departments. These are not included in the target group, 
which from now on will be called the organization. This decision has been made due to the differences in 
the daily operations. The support departments are not involved in the contact with the customer and are 
separated from the investigated organization. The organization consists of departments which serves 
different types of regional markets and work in close relation with the customer. The studied organization 
consists of approximately 50 % of the total employees of the company. In the targeted organization, the 
questionnaire was distributed to all the employees. 

4.1 Quantitative Research Design 

To capture the current state of organizational learning within the studied organization and its effect on 
business performance, the strategic learning assessment map has been used as a framework. The purpose 
of the quantitative research is to confirm the hypotheses that are stated in the framework by conducting 
the embedded questionnaire within a service oriented organization. The data collected from the 
questionnaire were analyzed with a Partial Least Square model to determine which levels of knowledge 
stocks that affect business performance most.  

4.1.1 Data Collection 
The layout of the questionnaire can be found in appendix 1, furthermore some additions, decisions and 
changes have been made to make the questionnaire suitable for the studied organization. These 
additions, decisions and changes, together with the methodology on how the data has been collected will 
be explained below.  

The studied organization is composed of teams with different nationalities and uses English as a 
company language; hence this is not the mother tongue of the majority of the employees. This could 
create a barrier when interpreting the questions and might affect the reliability. One solution to solve 
this problem would be to create a multilingual questionnaire. This means that the questionnaire is 
translated into the different languages that exist within the organization. However, this comes with a risk 
of translation errors and mistakes. There is a risk that the meaning of the questions is changed when 
translated and that the items measure something that is was not meant to. Since the company uses 
English on a daily basis and that the questionnaire has been validated in English, the decision was made 
that using English would minimize the risks. To lower the language barrier, words and meanings that in 
beforehand seemed hard to understand was rewritten to make the interpretation as easy possible without 
changing the meaning of the question.  
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Another possible barrier for the respondents was the interpretation of the questions. To make sure each 
employee answered the questions with the same perspective definitions for certain terms used in the 
questionnaire were created and included. These definitions define individuals, groups and organization 
and can be found below: 

 “Individuals refer to individuals within the organization“ 
 

“The words, "Group" and "We", are used in the survey to refer to the people you usually work with on 
a daily basis.” 

 
“The word "Organization" is used throughout the survey, the "Organization" is defined as the 

organization you work within” 
 
These definitions together with the purpose of the questionnaire, general information and an overview 
of organizational learning were presented for each department that was included in the study. The 
presentations were 20 minutes long including a 5 minute long question and answer session. Altogether 
nine presentations were held since most of the teams need to be split up to maintain the daily activity. 
The purpose for these presentations was to raise the awareness of the questionnaire and to motivate the 
employees to participate. It also served the purpose to go through the definitions and rules of the 
questionnaire.  

The questionnaire was conducted in digital form to make it as accessible for the respondents as possible. 
All questions are mandatory, and the digital form is not possible to finish if any question is not answered. 

There is no “Don’t know” option available and the questionnaire consists of statements. Research has 
shown that including a “Don’t know” option do not improve the test results (Krosnick & Presser, 2009).  
All statements are graded on a scale from one to seven, where one is described as “Strongly disagree” 
and seven as “Strongly agree”. The last part is designed to collect personal data which is used to conduct 
different classifications in the data analysis. To strengthen the questionnaire and to address the 
expressed limitations, additional items regarding knowledge acquisition and control variables were 
added.  

Starting the questionnaire is a section about the individual knowledge acquisition, shown in Table 5 
Knowledge acquisition questions. The section consists of four statements addressing how individuals 
acquire knowledge within the organization. This is to understand how individuals learn at an individual 
level within the organization.  

 
Table 5 Knowledge acquisition questions 

To capture differences in the target group, certain control variables were added in the end of the 
questionnaire. These were used in the analysis to find linkage and differences between knowledge 
acquisition and the variables. The first variables are related to the characteristics of the individual, as age 
and gender. To make the questionnaire anonymous a “prefer not to say” option were added along with 
these questions. Next, a variable that asks for managerial level were added, since managers may have a 
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different perspective and overview of the organization and the commitment and motivation to work may 
differ. There are also two variables related to years of work experience, both within the studied 
organization but also work experience in total. This has been added because it may take some time for 
new employees to adjust before being able to transfer knowledge. Lastly, a variable regarding the name 
of the department were added. This is to investigate if there are any differences in learning between the 
departments. This variable was also used in the SLAM-analysis to find differences between the 
departments in the results. All control variables and the answer options can be found in Table 6 Control 
variables and answer options 

 
Table 6 Control variables and answer options 

 
Quantitative data were collected by conducting a questionnaire based on the SLAM-framework, 
knowledge acquisition and control variables. After the data were collected, all the data were analyzed to 
answer the research questions.  

4.1.2 Data Analysis  
The different parts in the questionnaire were analyzed with different methods according to their 
characteristics. How the data were analyzed is explained in this section. The statistical analyses were 
performed by using the software Smart-PLS and SPSS. 

What type of analysis that can be conducted are dependent on what type of data that is collected. 
Therefore, before performing the analysis the type of data was determined. The different types of 
measurement data are nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio. The characteristics of the measurements data 
that was introduced by Neuman (2003) are shown in Table 7 Characteristics of the measurements data 
(Neuman 2003) 

 
Table 7 Characteristics of the measurements data (Neuman 2003) 

 
In the questionnaire, the statements are rated 1 - 7 and each statement has no true zero. The data 
collected can be considered as ordinal data according to the rules described by Neuman (2003). Different 
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analysis methods are suited for different types of measurement data. Furthermore, the analysis was 
dependent on the sample size and the number of samples to be analyzed. Since ordinal data were used, 
it was misleading to calculate the arithmetic mean and the median were used as a measurement instead. 
It was possible to use the median as a measurement tool since close to the whole population (95 %) was 
measured. Therefore, median differences are actual differences between the groups. Firstly, all control 
variables were analyzed on the questions related to knowledge acquisition. Secondly, due to the structure 
of the organization, only the control variable “name of department” were used to analyze the relationship 
between organizational learning and business performance. 

To find the relationship between organizational learning and business performance, statistical analysis 
was performed using PLS-SEM (Partial Least Squares - Structural equation modeling). The PLS analysis 
were chosen for a number of reasons and structural equation modeling has become a standard for 
research in management (Hair, J.F et al. 2011). A key factor with PLS-SEM is that it is appropriate for 
smaller samples and is therefore suited for this intra organizational study where the sample size is 
limited. In the case of small sample size the PLS SEM often generates higher level of statistical power 
(Henseler. 2010; Reinartz et al., 2009). There are other SEM alternatives like Covariance-Based (CB)-
SEM, and compared with these PLS-SEM is more robust when it comes to smaller sample sizes (Hair, 
J.F et al, 2011). Using PLS is also appropriate when performing an exploratory research, which is done 
in this study. 

Constructs and their responding items can either be reflective or formative. The six constructs in the 
questionnaire are reflected by the items. Therefore, reflective indicators are used in the PLS-SEM model. 
To determine which items to use in the analysis, loadings for all items were calculated. Due to the 
exploratory nature of this study, all items with loadings less than 0,6 were removed (Hair,J.F et al. 2011). 

Before performing the analysis, dependent and independent variables needs to be defined. With 
references to the questionnaire and its constructs, the variables and their expected coefficient sign are 
visualized in the Table 8 Dependent and Independent variables. 

 

 
Table 8 Dependent and Independent variables 

The variable “Misalign” is not represented in the questionnaire. It was instead created by calculations 
between knowledge stocks and flows. The variable misalignment was calculated for each of the six 
different departments which participated in the study. To determine the misalignment for each 
department, the factors IK, GK, OK were averaged to give a combined learning stock score for each 
department. In the same way, feedforward and feedback factors were averaged resulting in a combined 
learning flow score for each department. The misalignment variable was then finally calculated by 
subtracting the combined learning flow score from the combined learning stock score.  

To test the hypotheses stated above, two different models were created. In the first model, the purpose 
was to investigate the level of association the constructs individual, group and organizational has on 
performance. Model one was used to test hypotheses 1, 2 and 3.  They were tested by creating paths 
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between the independent variables and the dependent variable. The models is illustrated in Figure 5 
Model 1 

 

 
Figure 5 Model 1 

The second model adds the additional construct misalignment with the purpose of testing hypotheses 4. 
The second model was built in the same way as model one by creating path between the independent 
variables and the dependent variable. The purpose was to measure the level of association between the 
constructs. Model 2 can be found in Figure 6 Model 2. 

 
Figure 6 Model 2 

To measure the association between the independent latent variables and the dependent variable in the 
model, the path-coefficient 𝛽 is calculated. The path coefficient is a value between -1 to 1. Weights closest 
to 1 indicates the strongest paths, weights closest to zero indicates the weakest paths and weights closest 
to -1 indicates strongest negative paths (Garson 2016). Path values should be above an absolute value of 
0,2 to indicate meaning (Wong 2013). To be able to conclude generalizability of the results the 
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significance was measured. P-value was used to measure significance and was calculated from the t-
value. P-value shows if the null hypothesis can be rejected. Common values are shown in the Table 9 
Guidelines for P-values (Ualberta 2015) and the frequently used ones to ensure significance are p<0.05 
(95 % probability to reject null hypothesis) and p<0.01 (99 % probability to reject null hypothesis) (Kock 
2014). 

 
Table 9 Guidelines for P-values (Ualberta 2015) 

 
To be able to determine how well the models fit the measured data the coefficient of determination was 
calculated. The coefficient of determination, 𝑅2, is a value that represent how much of the variation that 
can be explained by the statistical model. It is measured between 0 and 1. A 𝑅2 of 0,19 can be interpreted 
as weak, 0,33 as moderate and a value of 0,67 as strong (Henseler et al. 2009).  Finally, another aspect 
that was considered when creating the models were the sample size. The rule of thumb when deciding 
the required sample size for PLS-SEM is that the sample size should be larger than one of the following: 
(1) ten times the largest number of formative indicators used to measure one construct or (2) ten times 
the largest number of structural paths directed at a particular latent construct in the structural model 
(Barclay et al. 1995). For both these models, with reflective indicators, the minimum required sample 
size is 4 structural paths times’ 10 equal 40 responses. 

4.1.3 Reliability and Validity 
Reliability refers to the reproducibility of the thesis (Blomqvist 2015). A higher degree of inter-rater 
reliability was aimed for by clearly declaring the research approach in the thesis. The SLAM-framework 
was used to investigate how organizational learning is associated with business performance. The SLAM-
framework has been developed by Bontis et al (2002) and has since then been frequently used and proven 
high reliability. Furthermore, reliability in this thesis has been measured by several tests such as 
Cronbach Alpha, Composite Reliability and Factor Loadings. When performing a PLS-SEM analysis it is 
important that the sample size reaches the required amount of respondents. As described above, the 
minimum required sample size of this report is 40 respondents. Therefore, the 88 respondents in this 
study indicate a high reliability.  

Validity is defined as the extent to which a concept is accurately measured (Heale & Twycross 2015). This 
thesis is an intra-organizational study of a heavy service oriented organization. Rather than confirming 
established relationships, this study aims to explore relationships by using the well-recognized 
framework, the Strategic Learning Assessment Map (SLAM). By using a well-recognized framework, a 
higher degree of content validity is reached. In quantitative research, a high number of respondents are 
desirable in order to possibly increase validity. In this thesis, a number of 88 respondents were achieved. 
Three steps were taken to achieve validity. Firstly, the data were analyzed with a PLS-SEM approach, 
which is suitable for situations with smaller sample-sizes (Hair 2011). Secondly, a response rate of 95 % 
was achieved and thereby a large number of the studied population participated in the study. Thirdly, 
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qualitative data were gathered to complement the quantitative data. The qualitative data was gathered 
in form of interviews with managers of each department. 

4.1.4 Limitations  
One limitation with the SLAM framework is that it does not illustrate the magnitude of feedforward 
learning and feedback learning. In that way, one might miss out on valuable information. When 
misalignment was calculated, the feedforward and feedback level are grouped together to get the 
difference between stocks and flow, the two different flows are therefore weighted equally. In certain 
organizations, either feedback or feedforward might be more important, depending on what kind of 
environment the organization operates in. However, in a heavy service-oriented organization which is 
explored in this study, both feedback and feedforward are important.  

The SLAM framework measures knowledge stocks and learning flows which are central aspects of 
organizational learning. However, it does not take into account different factors that might affect the 
organizational learning. There might be other barriers that hinder organizational learning, such as 
organizational structure, managerial actions and Information processing capacity. 

4.2 Qualitative Research Design 

After the data obtained from the questionnaire were analyzed, interviews were conducted with 
representatives from the organization together with observations made at the company. The goal was to 
get a more in-depth view of the results from the questionnaire and identify possible barriers. In this way, 
quantitative data is combined with qualitative data to answer the research questions. 

4.2.1 Data Collection 
The SLAM-questionnaire gives an indication of how employees learn at the targeted organization, but 
fails to address what is learned. As described by Bingham and Eisenhardt (2011), learning literature 
seldom focuses on what is learned which the interviews are designed to further examine. By exploring 
what is learned, lessons can be learned on how to manage learning. Partially, the topic of the interviews 
was focused on what is learned based on the theory of heuristics and rules. Further, the topic of the 
interviews was focused on challenges and obstacles within and between the departments for 
organizational learning. This part of the interviews was based on the theory of barriers to organizational 
learning. 

Six interviews were conducted and the interviewees were team managers, one from each department 
within the organization and were selected based on their holistic view of both the departments and the 
organization. All of the interviews were conducted with a semi-structured approach, which is preferable 
when the topic and headline is decided, but there is a need to let the interviewee speak freely about the 
topic (Blomqvist 2015).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

During the writing process of this thesis, an opportunity to be present at the organization was taken. This 
provided an opportunity to get insight into the daily operations regarding team meetings and how 
problems were managed. Furthermore, informal dialogue was held with employees on daily basis. 
Therefore being present at the organization provided a unique perspective. 

4.2.2 Data Analysis 
All the interviewees were asked the same set of questions see Appendix B -Interview Questions. The 
outcome of the interviews was analyzed with a thematic analysis approach, where patterns in the 
empirical data is pinpointed, categorized and examined. A framework was created to analyze the outcome 
of the interviews as shown in Table 10 Created framework for qualitative analysis. There were two major 
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topics investigated in the interviews, barriers to organizational learning and what is being learned 
(heuristics or routines).  

 
Table 10 Created framework for qualitative analysis 

                                                                                
The observations were a unique complement to the analysis since it provides an opportunity to get into 
the daily operations and raise awareness of the current situation of organizational learning at the 
organization. To reduce the potential bias from the authors, the observations were connected to 
organizational learning theory. 

4.2.3 Reliability and Validity 
When performing a case study with a qualitative research approach in social science, many complex 
factors affect the outcome. This makes it challenging to ensure the same result if the thesis were to be 
conducted again (Creswell, 2013). To counter this challenge, the process of the research strives to be as 
transparent as possible. A framework has been created to show how the collected data were analyzed, 
which makes it easier to reproduce the thesis. To achieve validity, the foundation of the interviews and 
observations were based on theory found in the literature and theory chapter.  
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4.2.4 Limitations 
Qualitative research tends to be more open-ended and the researchers have more control over the 
content of the data collected. It is hard to validate qualitative data objectively, and therefore, there are 
more room for possible biases, both from the perspective of the researchers and the interviewees. 
Furthermore, it is difficult to ensure causality in qualitative research. 
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5 Results and Analysis 

Findings from the quantitative and qualitative analysis are presented in this chapter. The quantitative 
analysis is based on the data gathered from the questionnaire. Findings from the qualitative analysis 
are also presented. The qualitative analysis is based on the data gathered from interviews and 
observations. The analysis follows the methodology described in previous chapter.  

This thesis was conducted on a regulated and heavy service-oriented organization. Within the 
organization, all the departments closely related to customer contact were included. Supporting 
functions were not included. In total, 6 different departments were included in the scope of this study 
with a total of 93 employees. The size of the different departments ranged from 7 to 23, See Table 11 .  

 

 
Table 11 Response rate 

All the questionnaires were collected during a time period of one month. The total amount of participants 
of 88 exceeds the minimum required respondents as described by Barclay et al (1995) rule of thumb 
which is 40 for this study. A participation rate of 95 % was achieved. The 5 that did not respond were out 
of office for a longer period of time due to either parental leave or sickness.  

The SLAM-framework was used as a tool to diagnose how the current situation looks like in the targeted 
organization when it comes to organizational learning. By using the SLAM-framework, the different 
levels of knowledge stocks and flows are analyzed in regards to what affects business performance. The 
results from the SLAM-questionnaire were evaluated using a PLS (Partial Least Square) SEM (Structural 
Equation Modeling) approach as suggested by Hair, Ringlet and Sarstedt (2011). As described above, two 
models were used to analyze the relationship between organizational learning and business performance. 
The first model investigates the relationship between the three knowledge stocks and business 
performance while the second model investigates the relationship between knowledge stocks, 
misalignment and business performance. The misalignment variable is calculated as described in the 
methodology chapter. The results from both models are visualized in Table 12 Result of Model 1 and 
Model 2. 

 
Table 12 Result of Model 1 and Model 2 
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The result from the first model shows that all three constructs (IK, GK, OK) have a positive coefficient, 
and therefore a positive association with business performance, as expected from the hypotheses. The 𝛽-
coefficient suggests that the individual knowledge level stock has weak association with business 
performance, group level knowledge stock has a moderate association with business performance and 
that organizational level knowledge stock has a strong association with business performance.  The 𝛽-
coefficients suggest that the organizational level knowledge stock has the highest impact on business 
performance compared to the group level knowledge stock. Since GK and OK achieves a significance 
level, p<0.01, the null hypothesis that the organizational- and group level knowledge stock has no 
association with business performance can be rejected but not for the individual level knowledge stock. 
When it comes to the model of fit, model 1 achieves a 𝑅2of 0,686 which is considered as a strong fit. 

The second model which also takes the construct of misalignment into account show similar results to 
model 1. The purpose of model 2 was to test hypotheses 4 which test the association between 
misalignment and business performance.  The misalignment construct show a negative association with 
business performance, as expected by the hypotheses. The constructs IK, GK and OK were controlled to 
ensure similar results as model 1. The 𝛽-coefficient suggests that the individual level knowledge stock 
has weak association with business performance, group level knowledge stock has a moderate association 
with business performance, organizational level knowledge stock has a strong association with business 
performance and that misalignment has a weak association with business performance. When it comes 
to model of fit, model 2 achieves a 𝑅2 of 0,699 which is considered as a strong fit. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
Difference between departments 

As described in chapter 1, a central part of this thesis is to investigate how organizational learning affects 
business performance within the targeted organization. In previous sections, the entire organization was 
analyzed with regards to organizational learning and business performance. In this section, differences 
between departments in the organization were analyzed when it comes to organizational learning and 
business performance. See the results in Table 13 Model 1 for different departments    
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Table 13 Model 1 for different departments 

Different results were achieved for the different departments within the organization. One department 
was excluded from the analysis since the number of employees of the department (7) was below the 
minimum required for running the analysis (10). The group knowledge level stock is correctly assigned, 
significant at a 5% level and has a strong impact on business performance (path coefficients over 0, 2) 
for departments 2 and department 4. For department 3 and department 5, the organizational level 
knowledge stock is correctly assigned, significant at a 5 % level and has a strong impact on business 
performance (path coefficients over 0,2). For department 6, none of the knowledge stocks achieves a 
reasonable significance level. To ensure validity and reliability of the performed analysis certain tests 
were made. Since the misalignment variable is calculated based on the results of the groups, 
misalignment can only occur between the departments and not within them. Therefore, differences 
between the departments were tested on model 1. To ensure that the models measure what they are 
intended to do, several tests were done. 
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To ensure construct validity, the loadings of all items were calculated, as seen in Table 14 Loadings for 
total sets of items. 

 
Table 14 Loadings for total sets of items 

Notes 
All Items with loadings less than 0,6 where removed. The value 0,6 where used because of the 

exploratory nature of the study. 
 
A total of 14 items did not fulfill the criteria of factor loading above 0,6 and were therefore removed. A 
factor loading above 0,6 suggest that the item reliably measures what it is intended to measure. 

Table 15 Results validity and reliability analysis shows measurement fit for the constructs in the PLS 
SEM model. All constructs has Cronbach Alpha values well above the 0,7 threshold. Furthermore, the 
composite reliability of all constructs are above the threshold of 0,7. The average variance (AVE) 
measures convergent validity and the threshold proposed by Hair (2011) for an PLS-SEM model with 
reflective indicators is 0,5 which all the constructs achieves. 
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The discriminant validity of the outer model was analyzed using Fornell-Larcker criterion, Cross-
loadings and HTMT. The outer model achieves a reasonable level of discriminant validity. However, a 
point of caution was noted in the HTMT analysis which shows one value barely above the upper 0,9 
threshold (FB→ OK, 0,904>0,9). Due to the exploratory nature of this study, the HTMT of FB → OK is 
not deemed to disregard the discriminant validity of the model. Furthermore, all the 14 remaining pairs 
achieve a satisfactory level of discriminant validity.  

 

 
Table 15 Results validity and reliability analysis 

Notes 
1Cronbach´s Alpha. All measures above 0,7 (Hair,J. 2011) 

2Composite reliability. All measures above 0,7 (Hair,J. 2011) 
3AVE. All measures above 0,5 (Hair,J. 2011) 

4HTMT measure for discriminant validity. All measures below 0,9 (Hair,J. 2011) 
 

Construct definitions: 
IK- Individual level knowledge stock 

GK - Group level knowledge stock 
OK - Organization level knowledge stock 

5.1.1 Knowledge Acquisition 
In the previous chapter, the SLAM-framework was used to explore what factors of organizational 
learning that has most impact on business performance. In this chapter, the question of how individuals 
in the organization learn is investigated. The different control variables are used to analyze knowledge 
acquisition. The median was used as a tool to compare the results. 

To start with, knowledge acquisition of the whole organization was analyzed. By looking at the 
organization as one group, an indication of how individuals learn in the organization was given. 

 

 
Table 16 Knowledge Acquisition result from all the respondents 
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Question one and two receives a median score of 6, question three receives a median score of 4 and 
question four receives a median score of 5. This result indicates that in general, individuals in the 
organization acquires knowledge by personal experience and by obtaining knowledge from experienced 
colleagues over reading from manuals or experimenting.  

The control variable ‘department’ was analyzed from the perspective of knowledge acquisition. By 
looking at the median score of each department an indication of similarities between the different 
departments within the organization were found. The results are visualized in Table 17 Knowledge 
Acquisition result from the different departments in the organization 

 
Table 17 Knowledge Acquisition result from the different departments in the organization 

All the departments scored the highest median on question one and question two, except one department 
which scored highest on question one. Four out of six departments scored higher on question four 
compared to question three while only one department scored higher on question three compared to 
question four. This gives an indication that the departments learn by personal experience and from 
experienced colleagues rather than from reading manuals or by experimenting. 

The remaining control variables (age, gender, length of employment, managerial role, total work 
experience) were also analyzed. However, no significant difference from the whole group could be found 
in the data. Overall, the analysis showed the same result as the result of all respondents and the result of 
the control variable departments (as described above). One minor exception were found in the youngest 
group from the variable “Total work experience” where “I learn from reading manuals, books etc.” scored 
higher than “I obtain knowledge from experienced colleagues”. Except from this, in all other groups 
knowledge acquisition in the form of personal experience/obtaining knowledge from experienced 
colleagues were chosen over acquiring knowledge by experimenting which in turn was preferred over 
reading manuals/books. For full description of the remaining control variables, see Appendix C - Results 
from control variables over knowledge acquisitionn 

5.2 Qualitative Results and Analysis  

Interviews and observations were used as a tool to further explore the affecting factors of organizational 
learning. In total, 6 interviews were conducted, one with the team leader for each department. The 
interviews were semi-structured and focused on the challenges the team are facing, how challenges are 
solved and how information is shared. 
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The interviews started with a question related to the role and responsibilities of the interviewee. 
Following, a discussion regarding the structure and work process of the department were held. Short and 
long term challenges and how to solve them were discussed, together with questions about knowledge 
sharing within the department and in the organization. Ending the interviews was a discussion regarding 
the topic of structure of team meetings. For all interview questions se Appendix B -Interview Questions.  

Team Manager Department 1 
Interview one was held with the team manager of what is referred to as department 1. In the start of the 
interview the role of the team and the team manager were discussed. It was described that department 1 
were different from the other teams in both size and nature of their work. Department 1 focuses on 
development and therefore has a central role in the organization with connection to all of the 
organization. The department consists of both specialists and generalists. The specialists have a high 
degree of knowledge related to the organization and its routines/processes while the generalists have a 
high degree of knowledge related to the methodological approach to solving problems. What the 
department learns can therefore be described as a combination of routines and heuristics. 

The interviewee described that sharing knowledge and information internally in the team was not 
perceived as a major obstacle. Instead, one of the main obstacles was described as information not 
reaching the team. The work of the team is highly dependent on input and information from the rest of 
the organization and the interviewee pointed out that information weren’t distributed between the 
departments. This is identified in the organizational learning literature as the barrier of information 
processing capacity. Further, the interviewee pointed out the importance of a culture where issues are 
frequently shared and seen as opportunity of improvement. It was described as one possible 
improvement for detecting problems and opportunities faster. Organizational culture is described in the 
literature as one barrier for organizational learning. 

 
Team Manager Department 2 

The responsibilities of department 2 were described as different from the major part of the organization. 
Their main focus is to help existing customers with problems. The manager described the responsibilities 
to make the daily delivery and coach the team in the right direction. It was described that the manager 
creates and transforms the strategy for the team into short term goals. The work of the team is dependent 
on routines and processes and the team manager wants to make the team self-going when it comes to 
development.  

It was described that one challenge for the team was to make the members aware of the big picture. The 
manager highlighted the importance of a culture where mistakes and insights are discussed within the 
team. This was described as a difficulty for the team and an area where improvements were needed. This 
is described as one barrier for organizational learning in the theory called organizational culture. The 
interviewee described that the organization was moving in a fast pace. This creates a need for managers 
to act as an information gatekeeper. Meaning that it is important for the managers to think and plan 
before presenting new decisions for the teams. This is important to be able to give the team the possibility 
to focus on the daily delivery without constantly being interrupted by new directions and decisions. The 
managers have to understand the impact of their actions and decide on what type of information to share 
with the team. This can be found in the theory as a barrier for organizational learning called managerial 
actions. To enhance the culture where mistakes and improvements are discussed, the design of the team 
meetings are a mixture of both discussions and information sharing. 
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Team Manager Department 3 

It was described that department 3 operates in a sales oriented, close-to-customer environment. The 
team manager described the responsibilities as goal-oriented and with focus on sales and budget. The 
daily operation was described as routine- and process oriented. The challenges for the department, but 
also for the organization, as described by the interviewee were to understand and work towards the new 
vision of the organization. The work of the department was described as focused on processes and 
routines rather than heuristics. This was exemplified by the interviewee as templates for mails and 
predefined questions for customer calls. 

One major obstacle described by the interviewee was the difficulty to share information between the 
departments due to the structure of the organization. It was described that each department focuses on 
their own goals and teams and an overview-perspective was missing. It was described that if any 
knowledge were shared between the departments, it was done by email. A lack of organizational 
structure for knowledge sharing between departments was stated. Organizational structure is 
mentioned in the organizational learning literature as one barrier for organizational learning. The 
interviewee described situations where problems and information were not reaching the right people. 
Sometimes, too little information were distributed and sometimes too much. One possible explanation 
of this, as described by the interviewee, was that people don’t know where to find and distribute the right 
information. This is described as the barrier information processing capacity in the organizational 
learning literature. Further, meetings within the departments were discussed. The purpose of the 
meetings were described as a way of enhancing the team learning but when exemplified, the meetings 
were described as a way of distributing information rather than having discussions.  

 
Team Manager Department 4 

The operations of department 4 were described as sales oriented with focus on the end customer. The 
responsibilities for the team manager were described as setting priorities, managing the employees and 
making sure that the goals set for the department are reached. The interviewee described that the 
department is learning new processes and routines to improve the structure of the department. This 
makes the work of the department dependent on processes and routines rather than heuristics. 

One important area of improvement for the department was described as the internal communication. 
The importance of discussing mistakes and improvements were highlighted, but also the importance of 
sharing and discussing success. The interviewee described the sharing of knowledge within the team as 
weak due to the culture. Hence, the barrier of organizational culture can be identified as one of the 
biggest barriers for the department. Another obstacle described by the interviewee was the lack of 
communication between the different departments. The interviewee described a meeting where all team 
managers met and discussed issues which she described was very helpful and expressed the need for 
continuing the meetings. It was described that the current structure of the organization makes it easy for 
the teams to forget that they are working as one organization, but instead focuses on each team itself. 
This can be connected to the barrier of organizational structure in the organizational learning theory. 
The interviewee described that the goal of the team meetings were to have an open discussion but raised 
the issue of the internal culture.  
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Team Manager Department 5 

Department 5 was described to operate in a sales-oriented, close-to-customer environment. The team 
manager described the responsibilities of the team manager as personnel responsibilities and to develop 
and follow up the daily operations. The development is regarding routines, rules and processes. The work 
of department 5 was described as routine and process oriented. The department has recently had a high 
degree of employee turnover, resulting in a gap of routine knowledge within the team. This leads to 
challenges with the daily operations. 

A major obstacle, according to the interviewee, was that information and knowledge are not actively 
shared by the members of the department. When asked for, the information is shared but there is a lack 
of routines to frequently share knowledge and ideas. It was described that information sometimes gets 
stuck at different persons and was not shared. This can be described by the organizational learning theory 
as the barrier information processing capacity. The interviewee also described the importance of a 
shared understanding of the vision and the value creating processes in the organization. It was also 
described that the organization was eager to move forward and had sometimes a hard time to reflect and 
solve mistakes in the past. The interviewee described this as a part of the organization’s culture and that 
there were a need for more reflection. This is identified as the barrier organizational culture in the 
literature.  

Team Manager Department 6 

Department 6 was described to operate in a sales-oriented, close-to-customer environment. The 
responsibilities of the interviewee were described as focused on making sure sales goals were met and to 
develop the operations. The department is facing a restructuring where they no longer will work with 
sales which mean there is a need to learn new tasks. The interviewee described that new routines and 
rules will be required and that their operations today is dependent on routines and rules. The interviewee 
suggested that there were no major obstacles for learning in the organization. However, a need for an 
internal platform for each department was highlighted in order to facilitate information sharing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All the interviews were analyzed and the results were visualized in Table 18 Result from interviews  
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Table 18 Result from interviews 

 
From the above results it can be concluded that most of the work within the teams is guided by routines 
rather than heuristics. Furthermore, the most commonly mentioned barrier for organizational learning 
described by the interviewees were organizational culture (4 out of 6), followed by information 
processing capacity (3 out of 6), organizational structure (2 out of 6) and managerial actions (1 out of 6). 

As a third way to get a deeper understanding of the current situation at the targeted organization, 
observations of the daily work in the organization has been made. Approximately 920 hours or 23 weeks 
were spent at the targeted organization, writing this thesis. A number of observations were used for the 
report. A majority of the time were spent at one of the departments of the organization, which gave 
insight in the day-to-day operations. The observation of the day-to-day business influenced the work and 
analysis. 

 

Meeting structure 
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One observation that has been made was related to the approach to team meetings and gatherings. 
Generally, the teams use both short and long meetings. Short meetings on a daily basis are used with the 
purpose to go through the daily activities and long meetings on a weekly basis to cover broader topics. A 
common observation was that the meetings are used for information sharing rather than group 
discussions. Managers tend to create an agenda with one-way communication and the purpose to share 
information about new projects, processes and improvements. At the same time it has been observed 
that when managers have taken initiatives to open up for discussion there has been a minor response.  

Exploring root-causes 

Another observation that has been made is related to the process of problem solving. Problems in the 
daily operations are often identified and dealt with but without investigating the root cause. In a similar 
way, successes within the department are brought up and highlighted but the root-cause is not explored. 
Whiteboards are used within the departments to monitor set goals and sales statistics but the outcome 
and reason why was not discussed and explored. Some small but recurring problems are dealt with but 
not discussed. 

Communications between departments 

Initiatives to communication between the departments are regularly taken but tend to be ad-hoc. Since 
there are no clear way or structure for communication between the departments the communication are 
happening irregularly and through different channels which sometimes result in valuable information 
not being spread properly.  
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6 Discussion 

In this chapter, the results from previous chapter are discussed. The chapter is divided into two sections. 
Firstly, results from the quantitative research including the SLAM-framework is discussed which 
relates to how organizational learning affects business performance. Following, the result from 
knowledge acquisition is discussed which relates to how individuals within the organization prefers to 
learn and acquire new knowledge. Secondly, the outcome of the qualitative research including 
interviews and observations are discussed which relates to what factors that affect organizational 
learning. 

The overall objective of this thesis was to investigate the relationship between organizational learning 
and business performance and what factors that affect organizational learning. The discussion is divided 
into two parts related which seeks to provide a discussion to the two research questions.  

6.1 Quantitative Research 

The relationship between organizational learning and business performance can be investigated with the 
Strategic Learning Assessment Map (SLAM) framework. SLAM measures the effect that the four 
constructs individual level knowledge stock, group level knowledge stock, organizational level knowledge 
stock and misalignment has on business performance. The whole organization was analyzed as well as 
the different departments within the organization to see possible differences. 

The result from the whole group illustrates that the individual-, group- and organizational level 
knowledge stock has a positive association with business performance and misalignment negative 
association with business performance. However, it is only group and organizational level knowledge 
stock that can be said to have a strong positive association with business performance on a significant 
level. The individual level knowledge stock and misalignment are both correctly assigned according to 
the expected sign of the coefficient but doesn’t illustrate significance. This means that there is weak 
evidence against the null hypothesis which says that the constructs is not associated business 
performance.   

Since this study is based on a case study the results are interpreted from the point of view of that 
organization. Both the group and organizational level knowledge stock are significant and positively 
affect business performance. One notably difference is that the path coefficient for the organizational 
knowledge (𝛽=0,502) stock is almost twice the path coefficient for the group level knowledge stock 
(𝛽=0,314). Improvements of the organizational level knowledge stock can therefore be said to have larger 
positive impact on business performance compared to improvements of the group level knowledge stock. 
However, the group level knowledge stock should not be disregarded since it still has a path coefficient 
that indicates a strong relationship with business performance. This means that the organization should 
allocate their resources on improving the group- and organizational- level knowledge stock to improve 
business performance. To improve the group level knowledge stock it is important to make it possible for 
the employees to discuss their failures and successes. The organization should have a clear forum where 
the employees can share their insights with each other and create shared understandings of their 
challenges. To improve the organizational level knowledge stock the organization should focus on 
creating well defined routines and process. It is also important for the organization to create a structure 
where information and knowledge can be shared without interruptions. To increase the organizational 
level knowledge stock the knowledge sharing and creation need to be integrated in the organization. By 
creating routines, processes and structures within and between the departments, the knowledge sharing 
is integrated in the organization.      
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The individual level knowledge stock has both a low path coefficient and a weak significance, which 
means that if it has any impact at all it is low. This can possibly be explained by the way the organization 
operates. The organization operates in a heavy regulated industry and has a clearly defined value offering. 
Therefore the organization has chosen to work heavy routine- and process based, which today gives less 
room for exploration for the employees. It is not evident that heavy routine- and process based operations 
prevent exploration. It is possible for a routine and process based organization to integrate exploration 
as a part of their daily operations. By overcoming certain barriers the desired level of exploration can be 
achieved. This is further discussed in section 6.3 “Affecting factors”. 

The above results vary compared to the research of Bontis et al. (2002) which validated the SLAM-
framework. Bontis et al (2002) found that all the levels of learning stocks had a significant and positive 
affect on business performance while misalignment had a significant and negative affect on business 
performance. In this report, organizational and group level knowledge stocks are confirmed to have a 
positive and significant effect on business performance (p<0.01) while the individual level knowledge 
stock is not significant. The misalignment construct achieves a reasonable level of significance (p<0.05) 
even though it is not as significant as in the research by Bontis et al (2002). All of their results achieve a 
significance level of p<0.01 which means that the risk to reject null hypothesis when it should not be 
rejected, is less than 1%. The one construct not fulfilling a reasonable level of significance in this study is 
the individual level, which does not have a big impact on the outcome of the analysis since the path 
coefficient of the individual level knowledge stock is low. This means that if the null hypothesis is rejected 
wrongly, it still has a small impact on business performance (low path coefficients) and therefore the 
overall analysis will not be affected. Even though the results vary compared to the research of Bontis et 
al. (2002) some similarities can be found. Both results show that the organizational level knowledge stock 
is twice as big as the group level knowledge stock. The differences in the results could be due to that the 
studied organization in this study operates in a heavy regulated environment. Further, this could be a 
contributing factor to the low individual level knowledge stock since the employees could feel regulated 
and therefore not utilize their individual knowledge.  This result indicates that the organizational level 
knowledge stock is more closely associated with business performance and should therefore be 
prioritized. Traditional management- and organizational learning theory focuses on individual- and 
group levels (Bontis et al. 2002) which stand in contrast to the result of this study. Therefore it is possible 
that the organization over-invests in development of individual- and group level knowledge stocks and 
under-invest in the organization knowledge stock. 

Smaller sample sizes are used when calculating differences between departments which could explain 
the less reliable result. However, certain significant differences can still be recognized between the 
departments. Generally, the result from most of the departments indicates that the group- or 
organizational level knowledge stock has the biggest impact on business performance. It means that the 
result for the whole group was also seen in the different departments, but with certain differences. The 
result for department 2 and 4 indicates that the organizational level knowledge stock has the biggest 
impact on business performance while the result from department 3 and 5 indicates that the 
organizational level knowledge stock has the biggest impact on business performance. The result for 
department 1 could not be calculated due to the small size of the department and department 6 does not 
reach a reasonable level of significance at any level. This means that there are differences in how 
organizational learning affect business performance between the departments.   

The result for the whole group is relevant when creating a strategy for the organization as a whole. It 
gives, as discussed above, a suggestion on where to invest the resources and how to work within the 
organization to make the business performance better. The result for each department is useful for each 
team leader to know how their specific team is different from the whole organization. Since the result for 
the whole group and the departments are similar, it is possible for the organization to create a strategy 
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which is beneficial for all the teams and for each team leaders to know how to use the strategy as 
beneficial as possible for their team. It is the group- and organizational level knowledge stocks that are 
important for the whole group and either of them for each department.  

6.1.1 Knowledge Acquisition 
The results from the SLAM-Framework show that the individual level knowledge stock has little or no 
relationship with the business performance of the company. This indicates that individual knowledge 
such as tacit knowledge is not affecting business performance. It does do not indicates that the 
individuals of the organization do not need to know anything. Individuals in the organization do still 
need to learn the knowledge that exists in the group and organizational level. To understand how 
individuals acquire knowledge, four questions regarding knowledge acquisition was asked according to 
Table 19 Items regarding knowledge acquisition. 

 
Table 19 Items regarding knowledge acquisition 

The results for the whole group indicates that the organization learn from “Personal experiences” and 
from “Experienced colleagues” more than they do from “Reading manuals, books, etc.” and 
“Experimenting”. This indicates that knowledge is acquired by the individuals in a more informal way. It 
indicates that “on the job” and “learning by doing” is effective ways of learning. This indicates that well 
defined training programs are an effective way to distribute knowledge in the organization. The fact that 
the organization is operating in a heavily regulated market may cause the low result on “experimenting”. 
It can also be caused by the nature of the work, since it is process and routine oriented the element of 
experimenting is low. The result shows that Q1 and Q2 have the highest median value and the lowest 
standard deviation. This indicates that the organization has a more common view on the first two 
questions rather than the two last ones.   

The result pattern from the whole group can also be found in the results from the different departments. 
All teams have the highest scores on Q1 and Q2, except team 1 that has Q1 as their highest. The result 
also shows that the teams have the lowest standard deviations on Q1 and Q2. This indicates that the 
organization as a whole, and on a team level, agrees on that they learn as stated in Q1 and Q2 over Q3 
and Q4. This means that the organization consists of a homogeneous group which acquires knowledge 
in a similar way. This makes it possible for the organization to create an efficient strategy on how to 
distribute knowledge to its employees. 

The test was analyzed by calculating the median value and standard deviation for each question. This 
was used because of the resulting ordinal data and that the purpose was to investigate which questions 
that scored the highest. It might be argued that a median value does not describe the population well. 
Combined with the standard deviation the answer gives a strong indication on what the population thinks 
and if they think the same.  

6.2 Qualitative Research 

When exploring affecting factors of organizational learning, this thesis has investigated barriers to 
organizational learning and what is being learned. What is being learned can be categorized into learning 
either routines/processes/rules or heuristics. The results from the interviews indicate that the 
departments and its individuals learn routines and processes rather than heuristics. One explanation of 
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this could be the nature of the work. The major part of the work within the departments is standardized 
and the steps of the processes are clearly defined. Since it is a high degree of standardization, the 
employees have little room for learning and applying heuristic knowledge. This can also be seen in the 
result from the quantitative analysis, which indicate that organizational knowledge level has high impact 
on business performance while the individual level knowledge stock has no significant impact. The 
organizational knowledge level consists of knowledge that is built into the organization such as routines 
and processes. Therefore, the results indicate that there is a connection between the levels of 
organizational learning that has a high impact on business performance and what is being learned.  

To further explore affecting factors of organizational learning, previously defined barriers from the 
theory have been identified. The result from the interviews indicates that three major barriers have been 
highlighted. The barrier that was most commonly talked about during the interviews was organizational 
culture. Finding a way of sharing failures and successes within the departments were described as a 
challenge and an important factor to improve as a team. The statistical analysis shows that the group 
level knowledge stock has a significant impact on business performance. The group level knowledge stock 
is dependent on creating a shared understanding and definition of what the team is supposed to perform 
together. The different departments are supposed to do the daily work and together improve. To be able 
to improve, it is critical to know strengths and weaknesses. Only when individuals are freely expressing 
and sharing mistakes and successes, and at the same time discussed within the group, is it possible to 
create a shared understanding and definition within the departments. This proves that organizational 
culture is a crucial barrier to overcome for the studied organization when moving towards a learning 
organization. Furthermore, this can be seen from the perspective of observations which indicates that 
there could be a lack of a forum for discussions. The goals, problems and successes are monitored in each 
department, but the teams tend to not talk about the reason why they appear, which results in missed 
learnings. When the purpose of the team meetings was discussed in the interviews, several interviewees 
describes the team meetings as a way of spreading information rather than a forum for discussions. If 
the goal of the meetings is to increase group level knowledge stock, the focus should be on discussions 
rather than just sharing information. 

From the interviews, a common problem of information sharing was raised. It was described both as a 
challenge within the department and between the departments. Interviewees described that information 
do not reach the right persons and gets stuck at individuals. It was also described that sharing 
information between the departments was an obstacle. This is due to the structure of the organization 
where the departments are separated from each other and there is a lack of overview perspective. From 
the literature, this can be described as the barriers of information processing capacity and 
organizational structure. The statistical analysis shows that the organizational level knowledge stock 
has the highest impact on business performance. Therefore, it could be an underlying need to create clear 
processes and routines for sharing information within and between the departments.  

6.3 Limitations 

The result from the PLS-SEM model indicates reasonable significance, which means that the result could 
be applied to a larger population than the targeted organization. However, due to the purpose of this 
report the larger population has not been investigated and is therefore unknown. Furthermore, the 
chosen SLAM-framework and barriers for organizational learning provides one out of many possible 
perspectives of organizational learning. The underlying purpose of this thesis has been organizational 
learning can improve performance and therefore, the perspective of the SLAM-framework is suited for 
the purpose. However, there are other perspectives of organizational learning that are not included in 
this report. One limitation is that the result from the SLAM-framework in this thesis is different from the 
results obtained by the original and validated framework. There could be several explanations for this. 
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One explanation could be that an exploratory PLS-SEM method is used instead of a confirmatory factor 
analysis, which has most commonly been used previously.  

6.4 Further Research 

This study is an intra-organizational case study and the results should be interpreted as such. The case 
study gives information about the current situation at the targeted organization. Further research could 
include doing the same study at the targeted organization in the future to see if similar results are 
obtained.  

In this thesis, the targeted organization consists of departments which operate in different national 
markets. It is investigated whether or not there are differences between the departments of the 
organization. The results show that there are significant differences. However, if these differences are 
due to internal or external are not investigated. Further research could investigate if the fact that the 
teams operate in different national markets influences the way organizational learning affects business 
performance. 
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7 Conclusion 

In this section, the findings of the thesis are summarized and the research questions are answered. 
Findings are then summarized in theoretical contribution and managerial contribution. 

Organizational learning can be used as a competitive advantage (Matzdorf, 2000) and improving 
organizational learning helps the organization learn faster than its competitors (Crossan et al., 1995). 
This paper investigates how organizational learning affects business performance and what factors that 
affect organizational learning. The research questions of this report regarding a heavy regulated service 
oriented organization are: 

 
How is organizational learning associated with business performance? 

What factors affect organizational learning? 

 
The first research question was investigated by using the SLAM-framework and doing a PLS-SEM 
analysis on the result from the questionnaire. The second research question was investigated in three 
different ways, by analyzing how individuals at the targeted organization obtain knowledge, interviews 
and observations.  

RQ1 How is organizational learning associated with business performance? 

The results show that there are two knowledge stocks that have high and significant association with 
business performance. The first knowledge stock that has a positive association is the group level 
knowledge stock which has a significance level, p<0,05, and a path coefficient of 𝛽=0,277. This means 
that if the group level knowledge stock is increased, the business performance is also increased. The 
group level knowledge stock measures the ability to share knowledge within the group to create a shared 
vision. The second knowledge stock that has a positive association is the organizational level knowledge 
stock which has a significance level, p<0,01, and a path coefficient of 𝛽=0,560. This means that if the 
organizational level knowledge stock is increased, the business performance is also increased. Since the 
path coefficient of the organizational level knowledge stock is more than twice as high compared to the 
than the path coefficient of the group level knowledge stock, it indicates that the organizational level 
knowledge stock has more than twice as high impact on business performance. The organizational level 
knowledge stock measures the built in knowledge in the organization in form of processes, routines and 
systems. 

RQ2 What factors affect organizational learning? 

The factors that affect organizational learning, as specified in this report, can be categorized into three 
categories: How individuals learn, what is learned and barriers for organizational learning. The result 
shows that individuals learn by personal experience and from experienced colleagues. This affects 
organizational learning since individuals are the source for new knowledge to enter the organization and 
therefore, it is critical to know how individuals learn. The next factor relates to what is learned. The 
results show that individuals learn routines and processes rather than heuristics. Once again, since the 
individuals are the source for new knowledge, it is important to know what they learn in order to provide 
the right training and access to information. There are several identified barriers that affect 
organizational learning. The first identified barrier is the organizational culture, followed by information 
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processing capacity and organizational structure. It is important to acknowledge these barriers and work 
to decrease them in order to improve organizational learning. 

7.1 Theoretical Contribution 

One theoretical contribution of this thesis is that the SLAM-framework was applied on an intra-
organizational scope. Since each organization is unique, the organizational learning is different to each 
organization. Argote (2013) argues that each organization needs to come up with its own definition of 
organizational learning. Therefore, the organizational learning literature and theory can be argued to be 
abstract. The SLAM-framework is a way to concretize organizational learning by making it measurable. 
This study concretize organizational learning even more by measuring a whole organization (95 %) and 
adding additional data sources in form of interviews and observations. 

This study contributes by connecting organizational learning theory with theory of what is being learned. 
The organizational learning theory describes the organizational level knowledge stock as highly 
influenced by routines and processes. At the same time, the theory about what is learned describes that 
routines and processes are more suited for environments where the work is repetitive. The result from 
this study shows that the organizational level knowledge stock has a high impact on business 
performance and that the individuals in the organization in fact learn processes and routines rather than 
heuristics. If the results showed that individuals in the organization learn heuristics, theoretically it 
would indicate that individuals have their own methodology and therefore, the individual level 
knowledge stock would also have been high.  

The results show that the organizational level knowledge stock, including routines and processes, has a 
high impact on business performance. Also, the results show that individuals in fact learn processes and 
routines rather than heuristics. The result from knowledge acquisition shows that the way individuals 
learn these routines are in an informal way. Therefore, this study contributes to theory by connecting the 
theories of organizational learning, knowledge acquisition and what is learned.  

7.2 Managerial Contribution 

The results show that the organizational- and group level knowledge stock has a strong positive 
association with business performance. The results also show that that there are three barriers that 
affects organizational learning; organizational culture, information processing capacity and 
organizational structure. Practical implications of these results are that it is crucial to implement a 
structure that facilitates communication within and between the teams. It is important to come together 
at the group level to discuss failures and successes. It is also important to have a structured approach to 
share information and problems between the departments. By creating the described structure, both 
group- and organizational level knowledge stocks are enhanced. Organizational level knowledge stock is 
enhanced since the working process is integrated into the organization and the group level knowledge 
stock is enhanced by enabling the departments to discuss failures and successes and create a shared 
vision. The barriers are decreased by creating a clear structure of how to process information and 
knowledge by letting the departments discuss critical issues. 

The result of the study also contributes with a managerial insight on how to create a strategy of how the 
development of the individuals should look like. It shows both how individuals learn and what is learned. 
One example could be that managers should create a training program for new employees where they get 
to experience the routines and processes and be guided by experienced colleagues.  
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Appendix A – Questionnaire description 

 
Individual level knowledge stock 
The 4-I framework states that individuals use intuiting and interpreting processes to form their cognitive 
learning maps. According to Bontis et al. (2002) the individual learning stock can be described as 
individual capability, competence and motivation to perform a certain task. To capture these theoretical 
aspects the following items where used: 
 

 
 
Group level knowledge stock 
As mentioned in chapter 2.3.1, the group level knowledge are created during the integrating process. 
Individuals share their interpretations to create a common vision and understanding and thereby 
increase the group learning. During this process, it is important that individuals are allowed to have 
dialogues and share experiences together. It is during argumentations that similarities and differences 
are expressed within the group; this is a key for groups to adjust their behavior and create a common 
vision. The following 10 items were used to measure the group levels knowledge stock. 
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Organizational level knowledge stock 
To measure the organizational level knowledge stock, following ten items were used to capture the 
institutionalized process learning. The items are constructed to capture how the individual and group 
level of learning is embedded within the organization. The construct is designed to investigate to what 
extent the organization has nonhuman factors that helps the learning. 
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Feedforward learning flow 
To capture the feedforward flow, ten items were used. These items have the focus on how individuals can 
express their knowledge into groups and the organization. It also focuses on the ability for groups to 
share knowledge to other groups.  
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Feedback learning flow 
To capture the feedback flow, ten items were used. The focus of these items is on how knowledge that 
exists within the organization has an impact on individuals. How the embedded information and 
knowledge help the employees in their work.  
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Performance 
To find the link between organizational learning and business performance, the subjective performance 
is measured in the questionnaire. These items are designed to capture the organizational- and team- level 
success and the satisfaction among the employees. For this research, both subjective (eg. measured in 
the questionnaire) and objective performance is used as indicators. To measure the subjective 
performance, ten items were used to capture the performance on all three knowledge levels, Individual, 
Group and Organizational. 
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Appendix B -Interview Questions 

What are your responsibilities as team manager? 

What are the biggest challenges for your team? Short term and long term 

How do you work to solve these challenges? 

When a problem is solved, how do you share the learnings? What is shared? 

Team level? 

Barriers? 

Between team (organization level)? 

Barriers? 

How do you prevent same mistake from being repeated? 

Describe your team-meetings (structure, what is being discussed) 

How does the fact that the company operate in a heavy regulated market affect your team? 
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Appendix C - Results from control variables over knowledge acquisition 
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